in Association with

CARDINALWOOD CONTENT Presents

“When føur Misfits dreåm tøgether,
the Wørld becømes bøth theįr Ståge and theįr Curtåin Cåll”
a Film by Tui Asau

Synøpsis
STACY, 20, a young wild and free beautiful modern day muse for Gauguin, lives with her girlfriend ALICIA 23, a
dreamer, blonde, dark and brooding. Lying together under white sheets basking in the warmth of post love making
Alicia confides in Stacy that her dream is to be able to fly...with wings like a bird. Alicia is embarrassed, Stacy is
touched.
The two have formed an unusual yet unbreakable bond with MILES, 26, gay and as fabulous and complicated as a Nicki
Minaj-Basquiat love child and PRINCE, 27, a homeless junior college basketball player. Together the 4 are struggling
survive in the belly of the city rarely seen by tourist or the elite.
After meeting Miles and Prince at the park to smoke a blunt the 4 don black mask and run wild through the city. We
follow them in a montage of shots as they run down the street dancing over fire hydrants, trash cans, walls, picnic
tables, Kubrick dancing in parkour. During a metro ride across town Miles informs Stacy that a man he knows would
like to “hire her” for a few hours of fun. Stacy is hesitant and reminds Miles that she does not do that anymore. After
Miles reassures her that he “knows” the guy and says that she can bring Alicia along with her Stacy, always in need of
money, agrees to go. At the end of the night the 4 smoke again and Miles shares intimate details of his life with the
group. His mother was pimped by her own father at the age of 12. His own father was murdered while he was in the
womb. Driven by his demons he made a promise to his mom that he was gonna be somebody and he came out here with his
basketball to do just that. Depressed after telling his story Alicia, prodded by Stacy sings “When You Wish Upon A
Star” to bring a smile to Prince’s face.
The 4 go their separate ways for the night with Miles offering the ever proud Prince a couch to sleep on. Prince
declines and Miles reminds the 3 to be at his art show the following night.
The next night as Stacy and Alicia are arriving for the “date” Miles has set her up on they approach an ally filled with
thugs. The girls are attacked and viciously beaten.
When they do not show up for Mile’s show, he realizes something is amiss. Incensed, he takes vengeance in his own
hands with an assist from Prince.

Creåtør

writer & director
Tui Asau was born in Helena, Montana to a Samoan bass player father and a
beautiful young Irish mother working at the local gas station to pay her way
through school.
At the age of one, he moved with his family to the islands of the South Pacific.
His parents surrounded him with music, painting, culture and dance, and
encouraged him to always "follow his heart and create."
He has starred in numerous Indie feature films. One of which, gained critical
acclaim internationally (The Haumana). He also starred in Maker Studio's
webseries, “Oh, You Pretty Things!” An actor, writer, director, musician,
producer, Tui is also a Co-Founder of Lineage Entertainment Group, a production
company focused not only on creating powerful content but also reaching out
into the community.

The + Players

Alicia + Allison Ott

Stacy + Elizabeth Haley

Miles + Clayton Cardenas

Prince + Adam Ryan Rennie

The + Krew
First AD
Script Supervisor & Second AD

Charina Dorothy
Tiffany McFadden

Sound / Boom Operator / Mixer

Casey Pereira

Sound & Grip

Blake Brown

Make Up

Josseline Salguero

Happy Keepers

Reggae + Regina

The + Beats

“Lewd Wigs”
Produced by: K Lud
Courtesy of:
The Wrecking Spot

Musical Supervisor

J. Syphon Gonzalez

“Coffee & Cigarettes”

“Five Chords with
tremolo & distortion”

Original Track: Dominic Razlaff
Remix Performed by: Charina Dorothy
Remix Arranged by: K Lud
Lyrics by: Tui Asau
Courtesy of: FMA

Produced by: Dominic Razlaff
Courtesy of: FMA

“26_01_2016”

January sessions
Produced by: Dominic Razlaff
Courtesy of: FMA

The + Producers
Allison Ott

Elizabeth Haley

Tui Asau

Adam Ryan Rennie

Clayton Cardenas

Richard Cabral
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lineageentgroup@gmail.com
www.lineageentgroup.com
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www.cardinalwoodcontent.com
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